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Our lab is interested in cortical plasticity



t-2 t+7 t+30 t+120

e.g. Progressive cortical de-correlation following sight onset

We find evidence of plasticity even late in the 
developmental timeline…



Soumitra





Although we now have evidence of plasticity, we 
do not really know what triggers this plasticity.

A possibility: ‘Plasticity on Demand’
When learning demands are 
increased, the brain responds by 
enhancing its capacity to change.

Exposure to novelty is one way of 
increasing learning demands…


… does novelty lead to enhanced 
plasticity?





Project Hypothesis:  
Novelty insertion in instructional videos might 

enhance their learning

Specific Goals: 
• To create variants of instructional videos with novelty/familiarity insertion 
• To determine whether novelty insertion heightens engagement 
• To determine whether novelty insertion enhances learning
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Result Scenarios
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Physiological Recordings
Electrocardiogram (ECG)

Electrodermal Activity (EDA)



Signal Processing

• Normalized by baseline 
• Applied window functions 
• Averaged across participants 
• *Calculated slope for some metrics 
• Calculated statistics

• Extract phasic signal 
• Peak detection • R-Peak detection 

• RR interval calculation

• Point Process Model of 
Heart Rate Variability

Raw EDA Raw ECG

Optimizing the indices  
By investigating:

• Sliding window size and shape 
• Cropping response window to different lengths 
• Latencies of signals relative to each other and subject



Comparison of Arousal 
Across Experiment



Some Questions 
About Arousal



Using EDA peak rate slope as an index of arousal:

N > L > F

N = average arousal during novel insertion

F = average arousal during familiar insertion

L = average arousal during lecture 

Does video type 
affect arousal?



Does elapsed time 
affect arousal?

Using EDA peak rate slope as an index of arousal:

P1 = P2

P1,P2 = arousal during first and second halves 
of experiment, regardless of if there were novel 
or familiar insertions




Synthesizing Arousal and 
Performance Results



Result Scenarios
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Novel Familiar

Performance vs. EDA Peak 
Rate During Prior Insertion

Performance vs. EDA 
Peak Rate During Lecture

Performance vs. HRV Balance 
(LFu) Slope During Lecture

Performance vs. EDA Peak Rate 
Slope During Prior Insertion

Pilot results suggest that novelty may enhance 
learning while controlling for arousal 



Limitations

• Low statistical power


• Within-subject design


• High variability lecture content


• Few controlled factors between “novel” and “familiar” videos



Next Steps
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Possible Future Steps



Possible Future Designs
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Remote Experimentation

• Online study


• Portable Sensor Box



Summary
• Created experiment structure for studying learning in 

online lectures


• Found preliminary results suggesting a possible positive 
effect of novelty on learning


• We are working on a variety of improved techniques to 
provide better statistical power and experimental control


• We hope that this project can inform the development of 
more effective online learning
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If you or someone you know 
would like to participate in our 
next experiment, please email 

anniec@mit.edu, thank you!

mailto:anniec@mit.edu

